Amtrak Sleeping Accommodations
Ready to take that overnight trip with Amtrak? These travel tips will make choosing the right sleeping
accommodations a dream. Amtrak has two types of Sleeping cars; single-level Viewliner Sleeping cars have two
rows of windows per room and are on trains that travel to/from New York City, while bi-level Superliner Sleeping
cars are used for many other routes across the country.
•

Roomette: Roomettes easily accommodate one to two people with two comfy seats that face each other.
The seats convert to a bed, while an upper bunk folds down from above. It’s a great cozy option for first-time
riders. A shower facility is also available in each car.

•

Bedroom: The bedroom is a more spacious accommodation ideal for two passengers but can accommodate
three. Each room has a large sofa, which converts to a comfortable bed at night, and an upper bed that folds
down from above. All Bedrooms feature private, self-enclosed restrooms with a sink and shower.

•

Bedroom Suite: A bedroom suite is made up of two bedrooms that are combined together. The Suite is
designed for four passengers but can accommodate up to six. The suite offers two private, self-enclosed
bathrooms and showers in the cabin.

•

Family Bedroom (Superliner only): Family bedrooms comfortably sleep two adults and two children. Located
on the lower level of Superliner Sleeping cars, these rooms feature a window on both sides of the train.
Restrooms and a shower facility are a few steps down the hall.

•

Perks: Sleeping car customers receive a range of hotel-like amenities including:
o Personal room attendant – converts seats to beds, provides coffee, fresh towels and bed linens
o Electrical outlets
o Reading lights
o Fold-down table
o Complimentary bottled water

•

Meals & dining: All regular meals are included for sleeping car customers (up to the maximum customer
capacity for the room/roomette, excluding the Silver Star).

•

Lounges: Sleeper Service customers and their companions will receive access to ClubAcela and Amtrak
Metropolitan Lounges located at select stations.

•

Pricing & availability: The purchase of sleeping accommodations is considered an upgrade to the regular rail
fare. The charge is applied as an add-on, usually to the lowest rail fare available. When sharing a sleeper
accommodation, the customer will only be charged one accommodation charge for all parties sharing the
sleeping accommodation. Each companion customer pays the regular rail fare.

•

Booking: Sleeping accommodation charges vary according to customer demand and are subject to
availability. In general, we suggest booking at least 14-days in advance to get the best price.

